PRODUCT SHEET

BizAffairs

Legal and contract management simplified

Managing production and talent contracts by the
hundreds can be a time consuming task
Having to manually search through document folder repositories for
specific contract terms is not only a hassle, but it’s time consuming and
eats away at valuable resources. Easy access into contract insights is nonexistent with manual contract management; which limits your ability to
quickly deliver and negotiate contract terms. This form of manual contract
management leaves room for error, mismanagement, and can even cause
interruptions downstream halting production on large revenue driving
projects.
FilmTrack’s BizAffairs Contract Management solution, helps you turn
around executed contracts quickly while reducing manual errors, saving
you time, and lowering costs. Our solution streamlines the contract
creation process to help reduce manual errors and allows you to schedule
user defined calendar reminders for important contract deadlines so you
never miss a date.

Why Choose FilmTrack
BizAffairs provides complete insight into every contract
status so you can easily report and see where bottlenecks
are most common. Comprehensive reporting allows you
to report on deal points so you can leverage contract
terms on the spot. Easily find contract details with
advance search to quickly find what you are looking for
without having to dig through documents one by one.

EXECUTE CONTRACTS QUICKER
REDUCE MANUAL ERRORS
SAVE TIME AND LOWER COSTS

BENEFITS

SAVE TIME

NEVER MISS A DATE

Quickly search and report across all contracts and
deal points. Arm your team with information they
need for contract creation, negotiated terms, and
commitments.

Stay one step ahead on important contract
administration deadlines with calendar
reminders, triggers, and alerts.

EVERYTHING IN ONE PLACE
Store document versions and associated documents
in user defined vaults. Making version control and file
management hassles a thing of the past.

Schedule a demo today and discover how you can simplify
contract creation and management
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Founded in 1996, FilmTrack is the only rights management solution that is SOC 1 and
SOC 2 compliant, providing end-to-end SaaS solutions that simplify the complexities
of managing and licensing intellectual property. FilmTrack provides the tools to
manage mission-critical data including, contracts, rights, financials, royalties and asset
management.

